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An amnesia romance unlike any you've ever read...HER: After waking up in the hospital with a huge

six month blank where my memory was supposed to be, I have three questions that need

answering, like, yesterday. 1. Why was I, a woman, who has never taken so much as an overnight

camping trip found bruised and battered on a river bank in the middle of nowhere?2. What took

place over the six months I can't recall?And obviously the most important question of all...3. Who is

the father of the baby now growing inside of me?I return to my life in Kansas, determined to find out

what (and who) happened to me there. And the answer to all my questions turns out to be big, bad

and sexy all over.One Night Stand Gone Totally Wrong...HIM:I knew I had no business messing

with her from the moment we met. I don't do complicated and she's a walking, talking (way too

much) Complication. Friends with benefits. That was all we were supposed to be. We even had a

list of rules.This is the story of how we ended up breaking every single one. Readers BE WARNED:

If youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re not ready to go on a wild ride with a big bad Nightwolf and the daughter of one of

the most popular 50 Loving States couples of all time, DO NOT one-click this book!!!
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Great book. I love how the relationship between Knud and Layla built. They met the needs of each

other as they went along. As always in a Theodora Taylor book, the secondary characters add more

depth to the story without detracting from the main storyline. In this story, Ms Taylor's human series

solidly collides with the werewolf series. There have been hints before, but they are solidly

connected now that we are reading about the children of her first couples. This is fabulous.

Theodora, you bad, bad author. Going and getting us hooked like this! I LOVE THIS AUTHOR! I

cannot get enough of her. Please have the next book coming out soon, I am already feigning.

This is a really entertaining love story. Going in to the book, I was really curious about Knud. TT

readers have likely read Nago's story and we've seen bits of Rafes peppered in a couple of stories

so Knud was the wildcard triplet. This story didn't disappoint and as an added bonus, it features the

eldest daughter of the couple from one of her very first books, "Her Russian Billionaire," as Knud's

true love. That made me a happy camper although that aspect also wasn't without drama too. No

spoilers.I don't want to give away too much of Knud and Layla's courtship as it's a gem to go into

with no expectations, except to say it isn't AT ALL conventional. Knud is a grade-A

commitment-phobe and Layla is... unique... for legitimate reasons. Knud is a lone wolf; reserved and

intelligent, he's not one to build relationships plus he runs from the ones established already. Living

under a fake name and alienating himself from his family, Knud is doing all he can to float through

life without any emotional entanglements. Layla isn't his complete opposite but her personality is

such that she talks A LOT. She's smart and compassionate but her facade gives off the appearance

that she's a naive pushover. Yet Layla is definitely her father's daughter in some ways. Knud and

Layla's courtship has many hiccups along the way, most simply because neither really calls it a

relationship even when it grows into something much more complicated than its origin.I really liked

this couple and overall story. I even laughed out loud a few times during their interactions because

the natural comedic exasperation and confusion between them felt so real. Also, there was a

moment when Knud's response to a situation was basically acting like his father that it took me back

to the book of his parents' love story for a minute. I really enjoyed seeing the next generation

characters from four of the author's previous books. Knud and Layla are a totally unconventional

couple but they click as the they complement each other very well. You can't help but root for them

since each seems to need the other even when they don't recognize it.One of the most interesting

things to me is that Knud is an aggressive human, but his wolf is a sap whereas Nago is a congenial



human but his wolf is very fierce. I am curious where Rafes' wolf will fall since readers have seen

that Rafes' human is Type A no-nonsense kind of fellow.

Quirky characters, an intriguing storyline and a futuristic setting? Yep, I was all in for this one. And it

was good from start to finish. I loved L-Heart and Dr. Thug!I was blown away when I found out who

Layla really was. And her parents! But the scene where Knud is reunited with his family had me

screaming! His mom and aunt were doing the most, in the best, funniest way! There's nothing like

Black mamas!I've got so many good books on my Kindle that I'm looking forward to reading, but no

lie, this book has me tempted to go back and reread at least the Viking Wolves series again. I think

I'll settle for the Alaskan Princesses Trilogy since I don't seem to have read Tu and Grady's

story.Ms. Taylor bringing her two genres together was a brilliant idea. And very well done. Can't wait

for whatever is next!

I ABSOLUTELY LOVED THIS BOOK!!!!! I am all for crossover relationships. We first saw it when

the Dragons were introduced. I was anxious to see how she was going to accomplish this.... Now I

know and I couldn't be more satisfied with the way it was executed in this novel. I laughed so hard

forgetting how crazy some of the characters from the previous stories were. I loved the transition

from proper to urban English; so enjoyable to see such opposites fall in love. I can't wait for Rafes

story. He needs to cut down a notch or two... with his mean self...Thank you Ms. Taylor for giving us

such a beautiful, funny love story...

Knud's Nightwolf the missing son, and Layla Rustanov, Americas favorite daughter, was awesome!!

The book was filled with so much deserving angst from both of 'Buddy and L-heart, it was no

wonder they were paired as a couple. I have no choice but to put Knud and Layla's story at the top

of my favorites list. But, under 'Wolf and Soul' of course. I had been wondering if, and how Ms.

Taylor would bring the wolves and humans together if she ever had a mind to. And look how well

she did? I can't believe Eva became President. Oh my goodness, I was floored since the last we

heard she was running for Mayor. And then she brought back Tu!!! She and Eva together were

absolutely hilarious...making me again wonder how their husbands stay sane. But Rafes... nope, he

and I are no where near friends with him constantly trying to steal my joy. He alone makes me so

non-patient for his story. And I will admit, I hope Ms. Taylor uses his mate to bring him to his

KNEES. Great job Ms Taylor...great job.



Hilarious. Crazy. Fun. Wild ride. Perfect match. Can't wait for book 3. Love Knud's crazy. Love the

real Layla. More than I expected and that is saying alot bc I like most of Ms. Taylor's books and I

have read most of her books. Highly recommend this book. Will keep you laughing, none stop.

Layla is exactly what Knud's special brand of crazy needs and Knud's realness is exactly what

perfect princess Layla needs. Bring on book 3. Rafesson needs to be brought down a beg and

snapped back to reality. Can't wait for the super hot Myrna to do just that.
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